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veal stock & demi glace

Veal Stock & Demi Glace Recipe.
Thomas Keller veal stock recipe inspired.

Veal bones can be found at most grocery stores like Whole Foods, buchers and other meat-related businesses.
Yields: 10qt (10L) Veal Stock or 3qt (3L) Demi Glace.
10 lb. (5kg) veal bones
1 lb. (450g) tomato paste (if making white veal stock; omit tomato paste).
Mirepoix
1 lb. (450g) carrots, unpeeled, scrubbed and chopped
1 lb. (450g) leek, washed and chopped (white and light green parts only)
8 ounces (240g) onions, chopped
1 ea. garlic bulb, cut in half lengthwise
1 ounce (30g) parsley stems
1/2 ounce (15g) fresh thyme
2 ea. bay leaves
1.2 lb. (500g) tomatoes, chopped
No salt / no pepper.
Leave celery out of the stock, the flavor is too assertive.
Method
To Blanch The Bones
Rinse veal bones in cold water and put them in a 24qt (25L) stockpot. Fill the pot with twice as much cold water as you have the bones.
Bring to a simmer on medium high. As the liquid is being brought to a simmer, move the bones around from time to time. Skim off the scum
that rises to the surface and remove the pot from the heat. Do not boil. Drain bones in the sink or in a large colander and rinse with cold
water to stop cooking process and remove any scum. Clean the stockpot to remove any impurities.

Veal Stock 1
Returns the bones to the cleaned stockpot. Fill the pot with cold water, adding more than twice as much water as you have bones. Bring
water to a simmer on medium high heat. This will take about 90 minutes. Skim every so often (it is easier to skim before the aromatics are
added). Once the liquid is at a simmer, stir in the tomato paste. Add the mirepoix and tomatoes. Bring back to a simmer and simmer for 6
hours; uncovered. Skim off impurities during the cooking process. Remove bones using a spider and strain the veal stock in a stainless
steel bouillon strainer or sieve. Save the bones if making another batch (remouillage). Do not press on solids. Chill stock, refrigerate and
freeze. Refrigerate for up to 1 week or freeze for up to 6 months.
Demi Glace
Continue to simmer veal stock for 8 hours more; 14 hours total.
Remove bones using a spider and strain the demi glace in a stainless steel bouillon strainer or sieve into a smaller pot. Save the bones if
making another batch (remouillage). Do not press on solids. Bring to boil and simmer for 2 hours. Skim off remaining scum and fat from the
surface. Stock should yield 3 quarts (3 liters) of demi glace. Cool it quickly by placing the pot in a sink half filled with ice water. To cool it
faster, whisk it every 5 minutes or so. Once at room temperature, refrigerate or freeze demi glace into desired portions. Refrigerate for up
to 2 weeks or freeze for up to 10 months.
Veal Stock 2 (Remouillage / Remy)
Remouillage is a weak stock made by re-simmering bones that have been used to make stock once already. Not as good and rich than the
first extraction but remouillage can be used for less demanding preparations. Remouillage can also be used as a replacement for water or
part of it during your next preparation of veal stock or demi glace. It produces much more enhance flavor.
Veal bones
Tomato paste and mirepoix
Cold water.
Method
Repeat the Veal Stock 1 recipe steps.
Simmer stock for 8 hours. It should yield 8 qt (8L).

